
Name: 
China Unit End Unit Experience 

 
Enduring Understanding 
Asian civilizations developed mostly separately from Western civilization, like Greece 
and Rome, and have endured as unified cultures and nations. 
 
EQ 
What contributions to world culture developed China? 
 
 
Assignment – Two possibilities: 

• Podcast that demonstrate an answer to the EQ. 
• Art project that answers the EQ 

 
1. Create web cast or podcast that answer the Unit EQ. 

• A podcast group may include up to three people 
• Must be at least three but not longer than five minutes 
• Must include at least three images 
• May focus on one dynasty, include a simple overview background and at least 

three facts of that dynasty 
• Must have at least one contribution of that dynasty discussed 
• Maybe in any format such as interview, news report, editorial etc. 

 
2. As an individual, create a work of art that represents a dynasty for example a poster of 
Chinese letters, a story abut working on the wall, a great wall, a drawing in Chinese style. 
The work of art will include a short written description that meets the Yes Test sections 
required. 
 
140 points possible, up to 20 points possible for each 
 
 
Podcast grade 

1. __________ teacher’s observation of group or individual work 
2. __________ 3 to 5 minutes of podcast and/or a completed work turned 

in ON THE DEADLINE 
3. __________ three images that connect to the podcast or artwork 
4. __________ EQ listed and at least 3 examples listed 
5. __________ EQ examples are described 
6. __________ Technology works. 
7. __________ Played for or shown class. 

 



Artwork Grade 
 

1. __________ teacher’s observation of individual’s work 
2. __________ Completed work turned in ON THE DEADLINE 
3. __________ three images that connect the artwork to the EQ. 
4. __________ EQ listed and at least 3 examples listed or shown 
5. __________ EQ examples are described 
6. __________ Shown to the class. 
7. __________Original work 

 
 
Total______________ 
 
 


